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DISCLAIMER USE OF THIS DOCUMENT IS RESTRICTED

This presentation or oral statements made in connection herewith does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, any securities in the United States or Canada or in any other jurisdiction and shall not constitute an offer, solicitation or sale in any jurisdiction in which or to any person to whom such an offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful.
The information in this presentation is intended to be a summary of certain information relating to The Flowr Corporation (“Flowr” or the “Company”) as of March 5, 2020 or such other dates as indicated herein and does not purport to be a complete description of Flowr. It is provided for information purposes only and is subject to change without notice.

Notice regarding future-oriented financial information

To the extent any forward-looking statements in this presentation or oral statements made in connection herewith constitute “future-oriented financial information” or “financial outlooks” within the meaning of applicable securities laws, such information is being provided to demonstrate the potential benefits of the financial performance of Flowr and the reader is
cautioned that this information may not be appropriate for any other purpose and the reader should not place undue reliance on such future-oriented financial information and financial outlooks. Future-oriented financial information and financial outlooks, as with forward-looking statements generally, are, without limitation, based on the reasonable assumptions of
management of the Company, and subject to the risks described below under “Notice regarding forward-looking information”.

Future-oriented financial information and financial outlooks (collectively, “FOFI”), as with forward-looking information generally, are, without limitation, based on the assumptions and subject to the risks set out below under “Notice regarding forward-looking information”, a number of which are beyond the Company’s control. In addition, the following is a summary of
the significant assumptions underlying the FOFI contained herein:

• yield trends;
• pricing for the Company’s products;
• future market demand trends;
• gross profits for products;
• inventory levels;
• operating cost estimates;
• ability to develop and market future product launches;
• anticipated timing of future product launches; and
• cost to develop future products.

The FOFI do not purport to present the Company’s financial condition in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”), and there can be no assurance that the assumptions made in preparing the FOFI will prove accurate. It is expected that there will be differences between actual and forecasted results, and the differences may be material,
including due to the occurrence of unforeseen events occurring subsequent to the preparation of the FOFI. The inclusion of the FOFI herein should not be regarded as an indication that the Company considers the FOFI to be a reliable prediction of future events, and the FOFI should not be relied upon as such. Risks and other factors related to FOFI include those risks and
other factors referenced in this presentation as well as in the Company’s filings with the Canadian Securities Regulators, including the risk factors described in this presentation and in the Company’s Annual Information Form dated April 3, 2019 (the “AIF”), which is available on SEDAR, online at www.sedar.com.

Notice regarding forward-looking information

Certain statements contained in this presentation constitute “forward-looking information” and “forward looking statements” within the meaning of applicable Canadian and United States securities laws (“forward-looking statements”), which are based upon the Company’s current internal expectations, estimates, projections, assumptions and beliefs. Statements
concerning the Company’s objectives, goals, strategies, intentions, plans, beliefs, expectations and estimates, and the business, operations, future financial performance and condition of the Company are forward-looking statements. The words “believe”, “expect”, “anticipate”, “estimate”, “intend”, “may”, “will”, “would” and similar expressions, including the negative
and grammatical variations of such expressions, are intended to identify forward-looking statements, although not all forward-looking statements contain these identifying words. These statements are not guarantees of future performance and involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause actual results or events to differ materially
from those anticipated in the forward-looking statements. In addition, this presentation may contain forward-looking statements attributed to third-party industry sources.

By their nature, forward-looking statements involve numerous assumptions, known and unknown risks and uncertainties, both general and specific, that contribute to the possibility that the predictions, forecasts and projections that constitute forward-looking statements may not occur. Such forward-looking statements in this presentation speak only as of the date of
such document. Forward-looking statements in this presentation include, but are not limited to, statements with respect to: statements made in respect of the expected effects of the Terrace Global on Flowr’s balance sheet, the expected accretive synergies to be realized as a result of the Combined Company; the expected value creation in respect of Flowr’s operations
in the E.U as a result of the Terrace Global transaction; statements made under the section “Terrace Global Transaction Highlights”, the expected amendments of the Flowr debentures and conversion thereof and statements made in respect of the Board composition.; Flowr’s belief that companies that demonstrate a sustainable and profitable operating model
supported by clean balance sheets will develop brands that can be scaled globally; Flowr’s focus on near-term profitability; the Company’s facilities maximizing yield and profitability; Flowr being positioned to drive growth by re-investing into key product opportunities and international markets once the Company is profitable; Flowr leveraging its Kelowna facility and
selling premium cannabis with higher than average gross margins; Flowr leveraging its EU-GMP certification and low-cost outdoor facility to produce and sell high THC flower to key European medical markets; Flowr leveraging its high gross margin and profitable premium dried flower business to drive future growth opportunities; Flowr developing a global medical
brand and EU GMP extraction capabilities; Flowr’s ability to grow premium cannabis at scale with expected greater pricing power; Flowr’s management team leveraging Flowr’s core cultivation differentiators and strong brand value proposition to expand into other geographies and segments of the cannabis industry; Flowr’s “Rec 2.0” strategy including Flowr’s initial rec
2.0 product; Flowr being poised to drive positive adjusted EBITDA; the anticipated commencement of operations at the Flowr/Hawthorne R&D Facility in Q4 2020; the Company’s quality products and premium brands being expected to further drive profitability; Flowr’s infrastructure being sufficient to execute its global and local strategies; the size and growth of the
global cannabis market, including medical cannabis, and of regional markets in Europe, Latam and Australia; the Company’s expectations for its yields versus industry norms and related expectations for profitability; the production of pharmaceutical grade products capturing a significant global opportunity; the Company’s belief that certain greenhouse production will
result in a potentially unsustainable economic model; the Company’s target markets and the size of such markets; the estimated size of various European markets; the size and nature of European market opportunities; Flowr obtaining market authorizations in Portugal; the expected size and make-up of Flowr’s facilities; cannabis products developed by the Company
being used as an ingredient for derivative products globally; the acquisition of Holigen Holdings Limited (“Holigen”) positioning the combined company to become a global cannabis leader; Holigen’s focus on R&D and development of APIs; expected harvests from Aljustrel in Q4 2020; Holigen employing a patient-centric strategy; the Company’s Australian assets serving
as a gateway to the Asia-Pacific Region, including the medical cannabis market; the Company using its GMP-designed facility to target the Australasian market, once legalized; the Company being able to partner and export into foreign countries; the Company becoming a leader in producing GMP government certified product at scale from farm to pharmacy; the
Company’s expectations for product development, including live resin vapes, shatters, waxes, concentrates, APIs and oils; the anticipated timing for the development and launch of new products; the Company negotiating and entering into supply contracts; the Company expanding into other jurisdictions; the Company’s Portuguese assets serving as a gateway to
European markets; the Company’s expectations for its joint venture with Terrace Global Inc.; the Company’s assets being able to capture global opportunities; the Company’s strategy to source low-cost cannabis from Portugal to develop medical products and enhance Australian manufacturing scale; timing of achieving full permitting and licensing; Flowr being a rapidly
growing cannabis company strategically positioned to be an industry leader globally, including with regard to the anticipated outcomes from Flowr’s foundations; the performance of the Company’s business and operations; the development of APIs; the Company’s capital expenditure programs; the future development of the Company, its growth strategy and the timing
thereof; the Company’s expectations for the next 6 to 9 months, including with respect to gross margins and reduced risk; the Company’s expectations for the future commencing 9 months from now, including with respect to expanding the Canadian business, ramping up operations in Portugal and Australia, and expanding into other profitable business lines; the
Company’s expectations for increased global sales in 2021 and beyond; the construction, production capacity, expected completion, operational dates, yields (including yields per harvest), as well as expected receipt and timing of regulatory and GMP licensing, as applicable, of the Company’s facilities; the Kelowna campus, once fully constructed, operational and
licensed, being sufficient to execute the Company’s Canadian strategy; the growth strategy of the Company; Flowr’s belief that the majority of industry capacity will come from greenhouses; the estimated future contractual obligations of the Company; the Company’s future liquidity and financial capacity including its ability to satisfy financial obligations in future
periods; the supply and demand for cannabis products and services similar to the Company’s products and services; the ability to establish and market the Company’s brands within its targeted markets; cost and/or pricing of the Company’s products; the Company’s product portfolio and strategic assets capturing global opportunities; expectations regarding the
Company’s ability to raise capital; the Company’s belief that high quality flower will remain difficult to grow and continue to command premium prices; the Company’s first product offering expected to be a live resin vape; Flowr’s live resin pen offering meaningful differentiation versus current market offerings; the Company’s treatment under government regulatory
and taxation regimes; and the Company’s net sales of all or any one of its products.
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DISCLAIMER USE OF THIS DOCUMENT IS RESTRICTED

Forward-looking statements contained in this presentation or oral statements made in connection herewith are based on management’s current plans, expectations, estimates, projections, beliefs and opinions and the assumptions relating to those plans, expectations, estimates, projections, beliefs and opinions may change. The reader is cautioned that such assumptions, although considered reasonable by the Company, may prove to be
incorrect. Actual results achieved during the forecast period may vary from the information provided in this presentation or in documents incorporated by reference herein, as a result of numerous known and unknown risks and uncertainties. The Company cannot guarantee future results. Neither the Company nor any other person assumes responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of the forward-looking statements contained herein.

The forward-looking events and circumstances discussed in this presentation or oral statements made in connection herewith may not occur by certain specified dates or at all and could differ materially as a result of known and unknown risk factors and uncertainties affecting Flowr, including, but not limited to, risks relating to: completion of the Terrace Global transaction; receipt of court approval; receipt of Terrace Global shareholder
approval and other regulatory approvals including minority approval, if any, in respect of the Transaction; amendments of the Flowr debentures including conversion thereof; the satisfaction of customary closing conditions and conditions precedent set out in the definitive agreement dated October 19, 2020 entered between Terrace Global and the Company; Company’s facilities not maximizing yield and profitability; the Company’s products
and brands not driving profitability; Flowr being unable to focus on near-term profitability; Flowr being unable to drive growth by investing into key product opportunities and international markets once the Company is profitable; Flowr being unable to leverage its Kelowna facility and/or sell premium cannabis with higher than average gross margins; Flowr being unable to leverage its EU-GMP certification and low-cost outdoor facility to
produce and sell high THC flower to key European medical markets; Flowr being unable to leverage its high gross margin and profitable premium dried flower business to drive future growth opportunities; Flowr’s premium dried flower business not generating high gross margins or profits; Flowr being unable to develop either a global medical brand or EU GMP extraction capabilities; Flowr being unable to grow premium cannabis at scale with
greater pricing power; Flowr’s management team being unable to leverage the Company’s core cultivation differentiators and strong brand value proposition into other geographies and segments of the cannabis industry; Flowr’s inability to realize its “Rec 2.0” strategy; Flowr not being able to generate positive adjusted EBITDA on the anticipated timeline, or at all; the commencement of operations at the Flowr/Hawthorne R&D Facility not
happening on the anticipated timeline, or at all; Flowr’s infrastructure being insufficient to execute its global or local strategies; the size of the global cannabis market or regional markets being smaller than expected; the size of various European markets being smaller than expected or not developing at all; the size and nature of European market opportunities being smaller than expected or not developing at all; Flowr being unable to obtain
market authorizations in Portugal; certain greenhouse production not being unsustainable in the manner Flowr anticipates; Flowr being unable to continue to rapidly grow and/or become an industry leader globally which would result in the Company having to restructure its financial obligations through insolvency and/or bankruptcy proceedings; risks related to the acquisition of Holigen, including, but not limited to, synergies and/or benefits
from the acquisition not being realized; the acquisition not positioning the combined company to become a global cannabis leader; the inability of the Company to integrate the business of Holigen with that of the Company; the acquisition of Holigen not providing access to new markets and jurisdictions; the inability to develop APIs; the Company being unable to execute its strategic plans; the inability to complete or realize the construction,
production capacity, operational dates, yields (including yields per harvest), as applicable, of the Company’s facilities; the Company not receiving, or not receiving on the anticipated timelines, any or all anticipated licenses and/or permits, including GMP certification; the Kelowna campus, once fully constructed, operational and licensed, being insufficient to execute the Company’s Canadian strategy; the inability to execute the growth strategy
of the Company; the Company being unable to realize its expectations for the next 6 to 9 months, including with respect to gross margins and reduced risk; the Company being unable to realize its expectations for the future commencing 9 months from now, including with respect to expanding the Canadian business, launching a vape pen product, ramping up operations in either of Portugal or Australia, or both, or expanding into other
profitable business lines; the Company being unable to increase global sales in 2021 and beyond; risks related to future contractual obligations of the Company; the Company’s having insufficient liquidity and financial capacity to satisfy financial obligations in future periods; the supply and demand for cannabis products and services similar to the Company’s products and services being less than anticipated; the inability of the Company to
produce and market new form factors, including a live resin vape, shatters, waxes, concentrates, APIs and other derivative products on the anticipated timelines or at all; the inability to develop and launch new products within anticipated timelines or at all; the Company’s cannabis products not being used as ingredients for derivative products; the inability to establish and market the Company’s brands within its targeted markets; the
Company’s product portfolio and strategic assets being unable to capture global opportunities; the Company’s inability to raise additional capital; risks related to the Company’s treatment under government regulatory and taxation regimes; general economic and stock market conditions; the Company failing to become a leader in producing GMP government-certified product at scale, which could materially adversely impact the Company’s
strategic position in Europe and its financial results; the Company failing to enter into supply agreements for its products or failing to distribute its products in the markets described herein; Flowr being unable to harvest from Aljustrel on the anticipated timeline in 2020 or at all; Holigen being unable to employ a patient-centric strategy; the Company failing to expand into Europe and/or Asia-Pacific regions as regulations permit, which would
impact the Company’s ability to sell its products and achieve its global strategic position; the Company not achieving its R&D priorities or plans, which would impact the ability of the Company to achieve its plans with Scotts-Miracle Gro and/or its plans in Europe, which would result in the Company not being able to diversify its portfolio of products and/or become a leader in the cannabis sector; the Company’s Portuguese and Australian assets
failing to become strategic gateways to Europe and Australia, respectively, thus limited the Company’s global reach and impacting the Company’s financial results significantly; the Company being unable to realize its expectations for its joint venture with Terrace Global Inc.; the Company not being able to partner and export into foreign countries; the Company’s yields not exceeding industry norms, thus having a material adverse impact on the
Company’s profitability; high quality product not being difficult to grow and/or not commanding premium prices; the cannabis market in any one jurisdiction described herein failing to reach the estimates described herein, which would significantly impact the Company’s sales; the Company being unable to export product into its target jurisdictions, thus adversely impacting sales; pharmaceutical grade product not capturing a significant global
opportunity; cannabis becoming commoditized and Flowr thus not being profitable with its current strategic focused on high quality products; the Company’s business and operations not performing in line with expectations; the Company having inadequate liquidity or financial capacity to satisfy its obligations in future periods; the inability to achieve sales targets or forecasts for one or more of the Company’s products; risks and uncertainties
detailed from time to time in Flowr’s filings with the Canadian Securities Administrators and many other factors beyond the control of Flowr.

Such forward-looking statements are made as of the date of this presentation, and the Company disclaims any intention or obligation to update publicly any such forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or results or otherwise, other than as required by applicable Canadian securities laws.

Actual results, performance or achievements could differ materially from those expressed in, or implied by, any forward-looking statement in this presentation, and, accordingly, investors should not place undue reliance on any such forward-looking statement. New factors emerge from time to time and the importance of current factors may change from time to time and it is not possible for the Company’s management to predict all of such
factors, or changes in such factors, or to assess in advance the impact of each such factors on the business of the Company or the extent to which any factor, or combination of factors, may cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in any forward-looking statement contained in this presentation.

All subsequent oral or written forward-looking information attributable to Flowr or any of its directors, officers or employees, or any persons acting on their behalf are expressly qualified in their entirety by the cautionary statement above. Neither Flowr nor any of Flowr’s representatives make any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, sufficiency or completeness of the information in this presentation. Neither
Flowr nor any of Flowr’s representatives shall have any liability whatsoever, under contract, tort, trust or otherwise, to you or any person resulting from the use of the information in this presentation by you or any of your representatives or for omissions from the information in this presentation.

Notice regarding non-IFRS measures

Certain financial data included in this presentation or oral statements made in connection herewith are “non-IFRS measures”. The Company believes these measures provide useful supplemental information that may assist investors in assessing an investment in the Company. Investors are cautioned that non-IFRS measures should not be considered an alternative to net earnings for the period (as determined in accordance with IFRS) as an
indicator of the Company’s performance, or an alternative to cash flows from operating, financing and investing activities as a measure of liquidity. The Company’s method of calculating such non-IFRS measures may differ from the methods used by other issuers and, accordingly, non-IFRS measures used in relation to the Company may not be comparable to similar measures used by other issuers.

Trademark

This presentation includes trademarks that are protected under applicable intellectual property laws and are the property of Flowr or its affiliates or its licensors. Solely for convenience, the trademarks of Flowr, its affiliates and/or its licensors referred to in this presentation may appear with or without the ® or TM symbol, but such references or the absence thereof are not intended to indicate, in any way, that the Company or its affiliates or
licensors will not assert, to the fullest extent under applicable law, their respective rights to these trademarks. Any other trademarks used in this presentation are the property of their respective owners.

Market Data

This presentation contains certain statistical data, market research and industry forecasts that were obtained, unless otherwise indicated, from independent industry and government publications and reports or based on estimates derived from such publications and reports and management’s knowledge of, and experience in, the markets in which the Company operates. Industry and government publications and reports generally indicate
that they have obtained their information from sources believed to be reliable, but do not guarantee the accuracy and completeness of their information. While the Company believes this data to be reliable, market and industry data is subject to variation and cannot be verified due to limits on the availability and reliability of raw data, the voluntary nature of the data gathering process and other limitations and uncertainties inherent in any
statistical survey. The Company has not independently verified the accuracy or completeness of such information contained in this presentation. In addition, projections, assumptions and estimates of the Company’s future performance and the future performance of the industry in which the Company operates are necessarily subject to a high degree of uncertainty and risk due to a variety of factors, including those described under the
heading “Risk Factors” in this presentation and in the AIF available on SEDAR online at www.sedar.com.
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Terrace Global Transaction Highlights



Access to Capital
• Approximately $31 million in cash and marketable securities

• Terrace had $12.7 million in cash and zero debt as at
June 30, 2020

• Subsequent to the quarter end, Terrace completed a
private placement of $15 million at a price of $0.125
per subscription receipt

Transaction Highlights

Flowr Presentation 5

FINANCIAL BENEFITS OPERATIONAL BENEFITS

Balance Sheet Certainty
• The Transaction provides additional cash to Flowr which can

be used towards working capital and to cover short-term
funding requirements

• Brings additional financial flexibility in the long-term
• A minimum of $12 million convertible debentures will be

converted into stock as part of this Transaction

Strategic Benefits on the JV
• Wholly own the JV facility which will enable Flowr to align

the production with the rest of Flowr’s Portuguese assets
• Efficiencies and cost savings are expected to be achieved

through elimination of duplicate administrative costs

Acquisition of Strategic Global Assets
• This Transaction is expected to provide Flowr with the

following global assets, with no cash outlay to maintain:
• 100% of 30 acres of medical cannabis asset in

Portugal with license to cultivate, import and export
cannabis

• 100% of 150 acres asset for hemp in Uruguay
• 100% of 100 acres asset for hemp in Spain

combination creates a well-capitalized international cannabis company with assets in Canada, Europe & LATAM



Transaction Summary
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• Flowr to acquire all of the issued and outstanding common shares of Terrace Global (the “Transaction”) by way of a statutory 
Plan of Arrangement

Proposed 
Transaction

Consideration to 
Terrace Global

Key Approvals & 
Closing Conditions

Deal Protections

Pro Forma Board • The Board of Directors of the Combined Company will be comprised of 5 individuals from Flowr (including two independents), 3 
individuals from Terrace Global, and one independent director mutually agreed to by Flowr and Terrace Global

• $3 million to be paid by Terrace Global if Flowr terminates the agreement or $1.5 million in certain other instance

• Approved by the board of directors of Flowr and Terrace
• Requires approval by Terrace shareholders; court approval; approval of debenture holders in respect of certain amendments and

conversion thereof; customary closing conditions of transactions of this nature

• $0.22/sh for Terrace Global, with implied equity transaction value of $63.2 million based on Flowr’s closing share price as of 
October 19, 2020

• Total consideration comprised of 100% Flowr shares to be issued at the prevailing 30-day volume-weighted average price 
(“VWAP”) as of October 19, 2020

• Implies approximately 54% premium to 30-day VWAP ending October 19, 2020

Timing • Anticipated closing by end of 2020 



Summary of Flowr & Terrace Global Existing JV Partnership
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 Flowr signed a joint venture with Terrace Global in Q2 2020 to collaborate and cultivate medical 
cannabis via the Holigen asset in Aljustrel, Portugal

 Terrace team brings strong outdoor cultivation and GMP expertise
 Terrace brings funding to support the operations

 JV to focus on outdoor cultivation at Aljustrel, with expected drying under GMP at Sintra facility
 Harvest is expected to be one of the largest outdoor medical cannabis cultivation projects in the EU
 12 hectares planted in June, expected harvest in Q4 2020

 Aljustrel site now home to 13,500 clones and 30,000 seeds for its 30 acre outdoor medical cannabis 
site.



Overview of the Terrace Global Assets
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Name Location Ownership Size (Acres) Description

Terra Nova (Cannabis) Portugal 100% 30
• In December 2018. regulatory authorities issued a declaration permitting the 

construction of a 350,000 sq. ft. greenhouse and 2.5 acres of outdoor cultivation 
(medical)

Holigen (Cannabis) Portugal JV with Flowr 30
• Outdoor medial cannabis cultivation site
• 13,500 clones are currently planted with an additional 30,000 seeds to be sown 

and transplanted

Faises (Cannabis) Uruguay 33.75% 3.7
• Fully licensed to produce and distribute recreational cannabis to approved 

pharmacies
• Current production of 2 tonnes/year with an opportunity to increase to 4 

tonnes/year

Oransur (Hemp) Uruguay 100% 150
• Cultivation facility with ability to expand production area to 1,250 acres
• Most recent harvest yielded 750kgs of high CBD biomass and 500kgs of high CBD 

seeds

Pharmabinoide (Hemp) Spain 100% 100
• Licensed producer of hemp that yielded 30 tons of biomass available for extraction
• In the process of being accredited by the AEMPS(1) to allow its products to be 

certified for medical and research purposes

1. Agencia Española de Medicamentos y Productos Sanitarios (Spanish Agency of Medicines and Medical Products)



Flowr Overview



Flowr’s History

 meline

Licensing

First product shipped
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Flowr has scaled up quickly since 2018, executing on several key milestones including strategic partnerships and acquisitions, to expand both 
domestically and abroad

2018 2019

March 2018:
Flowr announces an 
exclusive strategic 
R&D partnership with 
Hawthorne, a 
subsidiary of Scotts 
Miracle-Gro.

September 2018:
Flowr goes public, 
listing on the TSX 
Venture Exchange 
under the ticker 
TSXV:FLWR. 

October 2018:
Flowr breaks ground 
on its marquee, 
50,000 sqft R&D 
facility in Kelowna, 
British Columbia. 

August 2018:
Flowr receives a its 
Sales License under 
Health Canada’s 
ACMPR regulations. 

October 2018:
Flowr makes its first 
shipments to the 
Ontario Cannabis 
store ahead of adult-
use legalization. 

December 2018:
Flowr expands 
internationally, 
acquiring 19.8% of 
large-scale 
Portuguese and 
Australian Cannabis 
Producer, Holigen.

January 2019:
Flowr enters into a 
medical cannabis 
supply agreement 
with Shoppers Drug 
Mart for its FlowrRx 
products.

July 2019:
Flowr receives an 
outdoor and 
greenhouse cultivation 
license for its Flowr 
Forest project, 
doubling capacity at 
its Kelowna Campus. 

August 2019:
Flowr fully acquires 
Holigen, expanding its 
capacity and creating 
a gateway to the 
European and 
Australasian markets.

June 2019:
Flowr’s sales footprint 
spans 6 provinces, 
including ON, BC, SK, 
NS, MB, and AB.

July 2019:
Flowr receives a 
Health Canada export 
permit and delivers an 
initial shipment of 
clones to Portugal to 
support Holigen’s 
ramp-up.

February 2020:
Flowr receives 
approval to double 
capacity at its 
Kelowna 1 facility.

2020

May 2020:
Flowr announcesJV
Partnership w/Terrace 
Global Inc (TSXV: 
TRCE) to Fund the 
Development and 
Operations of Holigen.

August 2020:
Flowr’s BC Pink Kush 
becomes the #1 
selling SKU in Ontario 
in dollar terms over 
the trailing 1, 3 & 6 
months.



Current and Planned Infrastructure To Serve Global Markets
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Global Portfolio of Infrastructure

1. Subject to licensing, zoning and permitting. Estimated Capacity reflects the facility’s potential production capacity when fully completed/built-out and operational, based on targeted yields and maximum growing capacity where applicable, and includes both dried 
cannabis flower and dried cannabis flower equivalents.

2. For labeling, secondary packaging and release for supply. Full GMP approval expected in 2020.
3. Flowr has the option to construct Sydney - Phase 2 facility based on Phase 1 specifications.
4. The Expected Operational Date reflects the anticipated time to reach the initial phase of commercialization for each facility, which, except for the K1 Facility and Flowr Forest, will be before construction is fully completed and prior to reaching estimated capacity, as the 

Company constructs in stages. Other than the K1 Facility and Flowr Forest, Flowr expects that the construction and development of the facilities described in the table above will be completed over the course of the next one to three years. Such construction is expected 
to be completed in stages, with completed portions of the applicable facility becoming operational while other portions are under construction.

TARGET MARKETS HIGHLIGHTS FACILITY/LOCATION
EXPECTED 

OPERATIONAL DATE(4) TYPE EST. CAPACITY (1)

Canada Premium-quality indoor 
product

K1 Facility Fully Operational Indoor 10,000kg

Flowr Forest Operational Outdoor/Greenhouse 10,000kg

Hawthorne R&D H2 2020 R&D N/A

Europe Low-cost production at 
significant scale,
EU-GMP certified

Sintra Operational, 
EU-GMP certified Indoor + R&D 1,800kg

Aljustrel Operational,
Ramp up in H2 2020 Outdoor 500,000kg

Australia GMP-certified (2) export 
gateway

Sydney Phase 1 TBD Indoor 1,000kg

Sydney Phase 2 TBD Indoor + R&D TBD (3)



Our Differentiated Approach to the Market
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We have aligned our production approach to our global strategy, focusing on what we believe to be two distinct economically 
sustainable strategies that allow us to deliver a differentiated value proposition to our target market in a capital-efficient way

• State of the art, indoor, purpose-built facilities.
• Environmental control and nuanced understanding of each grow room.
• Complementary development of non-combustion products.

• Low-cost, large scale shade-house and outdoor grown cannabis 
extracted and processed in GMP facilities.

• Processed cannabis to be used as an ingredient for derivative products 
globally.

• R&D focus and value-add approach via development of high-quality 
isolated ingredients and other finished goods.

• Recreational cannabis enthusiasts.
• Willing to pay a premium for rich sensory experience, 

consistent psychoactive effects, and robust terpene 
profiles.

• Emerging international jurisdictions that have a regulated, legal 
market for medical cannabis products.

• Demand for active pharmaceutical ingredients (“APIs”) and the 
development of value-add products and R&D.

• Cannabis as an input into other form factors.

We believe greenhouse production stuck in the middle will lack the product quality to command premium pricing and will 
cost too much to produce to compete on cost, resulting in a potentially unsustainable economic model

Premium Quality 
Indoor Grown Dry 
Cannabis Flower

Low-cost Outdoor 
Cultivation at Scale 
for Extraction and 
Value-Add 
Refinements 

Production Focus Target Market The Approach

Core 
Differentiator

• Pricing power due to undersupply (i.e., lack 
of premium facilities growing at scale).

• Barriers to entry due to significant expertise 
required to operate correctly.



Skin In The Game
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Flowr insiders collectively own approximately 58% of the company on a fully diluted basis (pre-Terrace transaction) following the closing of 
the Holigen acquisition and recent capital raise, which is a significantly higher proportion than other Canadian licensed producers and 
extractors

1. Source: Company Filings.
2. Includes all Series 1 Preferred Shares convertible to Common Shares related to the Holigen acquisition, the conversion of all of the class A preferred shares in the capital of The Flowr Canada Holdings ULC & equity incentives, such as options, 

warrants and restricted share units).

58%

32%

22%

16% 15%
13%

9% 8%

5% 4% 4% 4% 3% 3%
1% <1% <1% <1% <1%

Flowr Sundial Growers Village Farms MediPharm TerrAscend Auxly HEXO Neptune Valens GroWorks WeedMD Aurora Aleafia Tilray Cronos TGOD OrganiGram Aphria Supreme
Cannabis

Canopy Growth

Insider Ownership: Canadian LPs and Extractors(1)

Median (excl. FLWR): 4.1%

Insiders, led by Chairman Steve Klein and CEO Vinay 
Tolia, collectively own approximately 58% of the 
Company on a fully diluted basis.(2)



Experienced Management Team With Aligned Interests
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EXECUTIVE TEAM

Vinay Tolia
Chief Executive Officer
• Co-founder of Bengal Capital Trading LLC, a US 

hedge fund
• Early investor and advisor in numerous cannabis 

companies

Tom Flow
Founder, Managing Partner
• Former Co-founder of MedReleaf and 

significant experience in cannabis 
cultivation & construction

Pauric Duffy
Managing Director, Europe
• Founder and sole initial private investor 

in Holigen and significant experience in 
construction and life science

Alexandre Jalleau
SVP Marketing
• Over 20 years of experience in marketing for 

various major tobacco groups internationally, 
including BAT and JTI

SENIOR MANAGEMENT

Lance Emanuel
President
• Co-founder of QuarterSpot, a high-growth online 

lending platform
• Previous General Counsel and COO of GotCoders

• Former VP Legal Affairs at Concordia 
International

• Practised corporate and securities law 
at Cox & Palmer and Faskens

Andrew Teehan
General Counsel

Irina Hossu
Chief Financial Officer
• Former VP Finance of WEX, a global leader in 

financial technology solutions. 
• Over 15 years’ experience in CPG, beverage, 

alcohol, and financial technology industries

Thierry Elmaleh
Head of Capital Markets

Bill York
SVP Sales

Peter Comerford
Managing Director, Australia

• Over 10 years of experience in the CPG 
and alcohol industries, including Molson 
Coors and PepsiCo

• Over 15 years of experience across various 
capital markets functions including BMO 
Capital Markets & Bank of America

• Co-founder of Holigen and significant 
experience in the health services 
industry

Ivan Latysh
Chief Technology Officer
• Former VP of Information Technology at 

MedReleaf
• Over 20 years of experience in technology 

management 

Jeff Dobslaw
SVP Finance
• Former Director of Marketing Ops at 

Monsanto and Lighting Category 
Director at Hawthorne

Aiden Nix
SVP Operations
• Over 10 years of construction and project 

management experience



Experienced Board of Directors
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Steve Klein
Chairman & Chief Strategist
• Co-founder and current CEO of Apple 

Core Holdings, a diversified investment 
company 

• Former tax attorney at Skadden, Arps, 
Meagher and Flom LLP

Don Duet
Independent Director
• Former Global Head of Technology at 

Goldman Sachs 
• Senior Advisor to McKinsey & Company and 

Advisory Board Member to Centana Growth 
Partners

Karen Basian
Lead Independent Director
• 25 years’ experience in the consumer products, financial 

services and technology sectors, former CFO of Frito Lay 
Canada and former Chief of Strategy and Business 
Development at McCain Foods

• President of KB Capital Management, serves on the Board 
of goeasy where she chairs the HR and Compensation 
Committee

Dr. Lyle Oberg
Director
• Former Minister of Finance for 

Alberta and a member of the 
provincial legislature from 1993 –
2008

Vinay Tolia
CEO and Executive Director
• Co-founder of Bengal Capital Trading LLC, a 

US hedge fund
• Early investor and advisor in numerous 

cannabis companies

David Miller
Director
• General Counsel and CFO of Apple Core 

Holdings
• Founding partner of JED Broadcasting co.

Pauric Duffy
Executive Director
• Founder and sole initial private investor in Holigen
• Significant experience in construction and life science

Maurice Levesque
Independent Director
• Founder, Chairman, and CEO of 

Qwest Investment Management

Tom Flow
Founder and Director
• Former Co-founder of MedReleaf and 

significant experience in cannabis 
cultivation & construction



2020: Canadian Dried Flower Business 
Poised to Drive Positive Adjusted EBITDA



Purpose-Built Facilities on a Single Campus in BC Drive Premium Quality
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1. Subject to applicable Health Canada approvals.

• K1 is expected to produce up to 10,000 kg of premium dried flower annually. 

• Yields per square foot that Flowr believes exceed industry norms –
key to driving superior profitability.

• Flowr Forest – greenhouse and outdoor cultivation – is expected to produce up to 
10,000 kg of dried flower annually to support additional recreational form factors, 
which will represent the full infrastructure needed to execute the Canadian strategy.

• Flowr/Hawthorne R&D Facility – to commence operations in Q4 2020, the first 
dedicated facility to cannabis cultivation research of its kind in partnership with 
Hawthorne.



Cultivation Expertise Validated By R&D Alliance With Hawthorne 
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1. Facility ‘s first floor is expected to be operational in H2 2020.

A Global Leader in Gardening and 
Agricultural Services

NYSE: SMG

Hawthorne conducted a review of Canadian federal 
licence holders in search of a partner with cultivation 
expertise and the ability to conduct industry-leading 
R&D work.

Flowr/Hawthorne 
R&D Facility (1)

Kelowna, British Columbia

• R&D facility dedicated to advancing cannabis 
cultivation techniques 

• Staffed by Hawthorne and Flowr scientific 
personnel

• Planned 45,000 sq. ft. facility

Systems Analytics

Genetics Products

Research Objectives

Subsidiary of 



High Quality Recreational Products Command Market-Leading Pricing
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We believe high quality flower will remain difficult to grow, and will continue to command premium prices

1. Based on data received from the OCS (Q1 2020) and Nova Scotia Liquor Corporation (between October 17, 2018 to October 27, 2019). Comparable sales data is not currently available from other provinces in which Flowr’s products are sold or, in 
the case of Alberta, retail price point comparisons are not available to the Company at this time. Ontario data includes pre-rolls and dried flower, Nova Scotia data is dried flower only.

2. Company estimates based on BDS Analytics’ 2018 cannabis sales data in California.
3. Price points in excess of US$10 per gram.

$8.09 
$9.83 $8.96 

$13.86 
$12.00 

$12.93 

Ontario Nova Scotia Group Average

Competition Flowr

FLOWR’S PRODUCTS PRICE (PER GRAM) ~44% ABOVE AVERAGE (1)

MATURE MARKET SHOWS SUPPORT FOR TIERED PRICING & PREMIUM PRODUCTS (2)

Premium Price Tier (3)

~40% of 
Total Volume

~56% of
Total Value

Robust appetite for 
premium products in a 

mature market: 

v~22%
v~44%

v~71%



Delivering on the Premium Value Proposition

Flowr Presentation 20

High Potency Cultivars (+20% THC)  |  Consistently Tight Ranges (variance of +/- 2.5% THC)  |  Consistent Product Quality

Ontario – Performance of Flowr’s Flagship BC Pink Kush Strain

In July, Flow r’s BC Pink Kush was the #1 SKU in Alberta for 3.5g jars (dollar sales).

Past 6 Months Past 3 Months Past Month

Premium
Brand Rank

#3
(9.7%)

#3
(10.8%)

#1
(14.3%)

BC Pink Kush Sku Rank #1
($1.8M)

#1
($1.2M)

#1
($0.7M)

2nd Rank Sku San Rafael Pink Kush
($1.5M)

San Rafael Pink Kush
($0.7M)

San Rafael Pink Kush
($0.3M)

OCS Wholesale Data, P6M, P3M, P1M ending Aug. 12 2020
Premium segment defined at 3.5g jar equivalent at $40/unit and up

is one of few brands with the combination of:



Premium Pricing Resilient in Mature Markets
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U.S. wholesale and domestic illicit flower pricing support the defensibility of the premium cannabis segment(1)

1. Source: Marijuana Business Daily, Canadian dispensaries. FX assumes USD/CAD exchange rate of 1.33.

California - Wholesale
US$/pound

Oregon - Wholesale
US$/pound

Nevada - Wholesale
US$/pound

Illicit Market - Retail
C$/3.5g jar

$2,400 - $3,600

$1,800 - $2,200

$1,200

PremiumMidLow

up to C$10.56/g
equivalent

$1,800 -
$2,200

$1,150 -
$1,300

$900 - $1,100

IndoorGreenhouseOutdoor

up to C$6.45/g
equivalent

$2,400

$1,400

$1,000
$800

High-Quality
Indoor

Mid-Quality
Indoor

Low-Quality
Indoor

Outdoor

up to C$7.04/g
equivalent

$40
-

$45

AAAA

up to C$12.86/g
equivalent

achieved an average selling price of C$6.69/ gram in Q2 2020 for its Flowr branded products. 



2021 Global Sales Ramp Up 



Significant Global Opportunity
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1. Includes legal and illicit market; as per The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime – 2018 estimate.
2. Source: Prohibition Partners, MJ Biz Daily, BDS Analytics, Acrell Capital.

Kelowna, 
Canada

Sydney, 
Australia

Sintra & Aljustrel, 
Portugal

Medical and Recreational Use Legalized Medical Use Legalized

Exploring Legalization of Medical UseFlowr Facilities Not a Market for Flowr until Federally Legalized

• Global Cannabis Market Estimated at 
US$150 Billion Annually (1)

• Medicinal Cannabis Market in Europe 
Forecasted to be €55bn by 2028(2)

• 40% CAGR of Medicinal Cannabis 
Patients in Germany (2017-2023) (2)

• Australian Cannabis Market 
Forecasted to be €10bn by 2028(2)

• Latam Cannabis Market Forecasted 
to be €8bn by 2028(2)



GMP Certification: A Gateway to Global Markets
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Flowr’s GMP certifications place us among a shortlist of producers with a 3+ year head start vs. peers(1)

1. Based on available public filings.
2. Assuming finished goods certification.

Medical and Recreational Use Legalized

Medical Use Legalized

Exploring Legalization of Medical Use

Certified Facilities

Sample GMP-Certified 
Producers

License Obtainment, Construction of GMP-Standard Facilities Inspection Process and Approval Lead Time

2+ Years At Least 12 Months(2) 3+ Year Head Start vs. Peers

Canada Europe Australia



Portugal: Large-Scale, Low-Cost Production Manufacturing With R&D
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Holigen’s two Portuguese assets are expected to serve as a strategic gateway to European medical markets

1. License for manufacturing of cannabis and derived products for medical use required to conduct full range of intended activities.

ALJUSTREL FACILITY

• Expected 7,000,000 sq. ft. when fully cultivated with potential for up to ~500,000 
kg capacity

• Designated as a Project of National Interest by Portuguese government

• Approximately 1m sq ft. planted in 2020 with harvest expected in Q4 2020, 
believed to be the largest outdoor THC cultivation project in the EU to date

SINTRA FACILITY

• Currently licensed to cultivate, import and export medical cannabis (1)

• Includes indoor growing areas for high quality cannabis

• GMP certified



Strategic Assets to Capture Global Opportunities
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From a small number of facilities we expect to service an enormous market opportunity

1. License for manufacturing of cannabis and derived products for medical use required to conduct full range of intended activities.
2. If and when regulations permit.

Flowr Facilities

Holigen Facilities

Potential Future Markets

Current Markets

Not a Market for Flowr 
until Federally Legalized

IP Sharing

Distribution within Flowr 

Potential Markets

Targeted Annual Capacity:  up to 20,000 kgs

Targeted Annual Capacity:  up to 
500,000 kgs (1)

Targeted Annual Capacity:  up to 1,000 
kgs (1)

• Canada Serves as R&D Hub with 
Purpose-Built Facilities

• Portugal Serves as a Strategic 
Gateway into Europe (1)

• Aljustrel to Supply Australia (1)

• Australia Serves as a Strategic 
Gateway into Asia-Pacific (2)



Capitalization
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Price as of October 19, 2020
Terrace capitalization adjusted for $15mm private placement raise
$12mm Flowr convertible debentures are converted into equity at $0.50/share plus all future interest at current 10D VWAP
Pro forma excludes transaction costs

Terrace Global Capitalization Table (Target) Flowr Capitalization Table (Acquiror) Pro Forma Capitalization Table

(in C$ millions) (in C$ millions) (in C$ millions)
Implied Offer Price $0.22 Share Price (as of 19-Oct-20) $0.48 Share Price (as of 19-Oct-20) $0.48
Basic Shares O/S 287.3 Basic Shares O/S 185.0 Basic Shares O/S (1) 360.9
Market Capitalization - Basic $63.2 Market Capitalization - Basic $88.8 Market Capitalization - Basic $173.2
(+) ITM Options & Warrants − (+) ITM Options & Warrants 2.4 (+) ITM Options & Warrants 2.4
(+) Other Dilutive Securities − (+) Other Dilutive Securities − (+) Other Dilutive Securities −
Fully Diluted Shares O/S 287.3 Fully Diluted Shares O/S 187.4 Fully Diluted Shares O/S 363.3
Market Capitalization - Fully Diluted $63.2 Market Capitalization - Fully Diluted $89.9 Market Capitalization - Fully Diluted $174.4
(−) Cash & Equivalents $27.2 (−) Cash & Equivalents $12.9 (−) Cash & Equivalents $40.1
(−) Short-term Investments $2.9 (−) Short-term Investments − (−) Short-term Investments $2.9
(+) Minority Interest − (+) Minority Interest − (+) Minority Interest −
(+) Convertible Debentures − (+) Convertible Debentures $21.6 (+) Convertible Debentures $9.7
(+) Hawthorne Loan − (+) Hawthorne Loan $11.9 (+) Hawthorne Loan $11.9
(+) Other Loans − (+) Other Loans $25.7 (+) Other Loans $25.7
Enterprise Value - Fully Diluted $33.1 Enterprise Value - Fully Diluted $140.7 Enterprise Value - Fully Diluted $178.6

(1) Pro Forma Basic Shares Outstanding = 185m basic Flowr shares O/S + 34.5m shares issued resulting from the conversion of $11.9m of convertible debentures & PIK interest + 141.4m shares issued to TRCE shareholders
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